
Covers Unlimited introduces

.THE MOST EFFECTIVE YET LEAST EXPENSIVE TURF PROTECTION AVAILABLE.

QcOVERS UIILIMITED

tURF-MAT IS SAFE, STURDY
AND SIMPLE TO USE.

• TURF-MAT is 100% needle-punched
polyester, which allows turf to breathe,
and lets water, air and sunlight through
so turf stays green and healthy.

• TURF-MAT protects both natural and
artificial turf from foot traffic, food and
liquid spills, grandstands, equipment and
other heavy loads.

• TURF-MAT is easy to put down and
repack and takes far less time than any
other kind of protective surface. Just
unroll and tape seams; no special
anchoring is necessary.

• TURF-MAT is used by professional and
college stadiums throughout the U.S.
and Canada, including:
L.A. Coliseum
Orange Bowl
Cleveland Browns
Stadium

Bowling Green University
Veterans Memorial Stadium,
Erie, PA

Belkin Productions

Photos courtesy of the Rose Bowl, Pasadena, CA

NOW YOU CAN BUY DIRECT FROM
THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE!
Any size roll / combination: 19¢ per sq. ft.
Comes in 15% ft. x 150 ft. rolls.
Custom sizes are available at no extra charge.
No order is too small.

For more information, please call or write:
SCHERBA INDUSTRIES, INC.
Covers Unlimited Division
4472 W. 160th Street Cleveland,OHIO 44135
(216) 267-0330



"When I started my lawn service business seven
years ago I had a push mower and riding tractor. Itonly
took a year to realize I could cut a lot more grass in the
same amount of time with one commercial walk-behind
mower" says Bill Wright, president of Lawn-Wright, Inc.
"Four years later I discovered Bunton. Now I can cut even
more grass with the same number of mowers,"

The reduction in maintenance headaches compared
to his other mowers was so significant that two years
ago Bill Wright replaced his eleven mower fleet with
Buntons. Here's why he just bought seven more:
Welded steel deck construction

"With Bunton, the deck is reinforced and welded
into a single piece, not bolted together like other mowers.
With no bolts to fallout, the problem of sagging decks
and misaligned belts and blades was eliminated. Our
maintenance went down and quality of cut went up,"
Stronger parts/better engineering

"Other manufacturers make caster supports, bell
cranks and other parts from aluminum, which breaks
easily. Bunton makes them from steel, so they're more
durable. And, Bunton has fittings at all critical wear
points so parts can be greased to make them last longer"

Better belt system
"Because the belts are wrapped in straight lines

without twists or back-bends, our belt life increased by
at least five times when we switched to Bunton,"
Variable speed drive system

"Bunton's pulleys are larger so we get better belt
contact and less slippage, even when they're wet and
going up hills. We also get a larger range of speeds with
Bunton than with other mowers,"
Savings of time and money

"There are many other features on Buntons that
lower my maintenance costs. Overall, I have saved at
least $6,000 in the two years since switching to Bunton,
not including the added profit from increased productivity"

Ifyou need more cutting capacity and fewer
headaches, discover the profit in converting your fleet
to Buntons. Call for the name of our local dealer.

BUNTON CO.
ao. Box 33247
Louisville, KY 40232 USA
Phone 5021966-0550 • Thlex 204-340

Distributed by: CR. Jaeschke, Inc., 8845 Complex Drive, San Diego, CA 92123, Toll free in CA 1-800-542-6073/in Nevada 1-800-423-8865.
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MAIN EVENTS
12 THE AMERICANIZATION OF LAWN BOWLING

AND CROQUET
Lawn bowling and croquet have been restricted in this country to the affluent or "leisure
class" who have access to bentgrass or bermudagrass greens at private estates, country
clubs or parks. But that may be changing as the barriers of class, wealth and age begin to
fall. The potential exists to build thousands of greens at golf courses, parks, resorts and
athletic clubs that currently have the expertise needed to build and maintain the flat, fast
and smooth natural turf surfaces. For about the price of a golf green, an area the size of
two tennis courts can be converted into a green that provides two additional sports that
are rapidly growing in popularity.

20 SUN DEVIL STADIUM:
A UNIVERSITY GRIDIRON GROWS UP
When Arizona State University in Tempe blasted away tons of rock from two mountain
buttes in 1959 to build Sun Devil Stadium, the university trustees had no idea it would one
day become the site for the nationally-recognized Fiesta Bowl or stand a chance to serve a
National Football League franchise. It took the creative, ambitious thinking of the
university's athletic and physical plant departments to make it happen. Not only are the
ASU Sun Devils ranked in the top 20 of collegiate football, their stadium has become one
of the top sports facilities in the country.

26 EQUIPMENT PREVIEW
As more and more manufacturers recognize the special equipment needs of the sports turf
manager, they are designing and introducing new products. The first annual Equipment
Preview highlights these products and gives you a chance to find out more about them.

LINE-UP

11 THE FRONT OFFICE
11 EVENTS
34 SCOREBOARD
COVER: Lawn bowlers on the newly rebuilt greens at Roxbury Park in

Beverly Hills, CA. Photo courtesy: Martha Mull, Beverly Hills Parks and
Recreation Department.



1bro's BJOO Series.
Controllers that change with the ioeathe:

Winter, spring, summer or fall,
your H300 Controllers adapt
to the season and the weather.

The only hybrid controllers with sea-
son adjust capability,you can conserve
water when the needs are low and
protect valuable landscape during dry
periods.

Tbe H-300's season adjust switch allowsyou to
adapt to changing seasonal tmtering needs.

There's even a system on/off
switch that helps you conserve water
in case of rain. And a repeat switch to
repeat a cycle.

Effective,Adaptable and Versatile
The H300 Series offers 12, 18and

24 station models. This wider field of
choices gives you greater flexibility in
irrigation and design capacity. Whether
you're watering a condominium com-
plex or a growing industrial park.

Truly state-of-the-art, this
hybrid family combines the accuracy
and reliability of solid-state controllers
with the programming ease of electro-
mechanical models. The entire pro-
gramming is visible at a glance and can
be quickly and easily altered for
maximum convenience.

Three independent programs for
multi-purpose watering schedules give
you the option of using the turf, shrub
and drip functions alone or in dual
combinations of turf and drip or shrub
and drip.

Individual station switches allow the choice of
3 programs, minute or hour timing and station
repeat capability.

The H300 Edge
Togive the H300 Series the lead-

ing edge over other controllers, Toro
Circle 103 on Postage Free Card

designed in additional advantages such
as variable station timing. With it, you
can water from 1to 60 minutes or up
to 12hours on each station.

Also included are two 14-day
wheels and one 28-day wheel for
extended or infrequent watering.

The lbro Advantage
Because they're Toro, you know

you can count on easy installation and
servicing. Add engineered quality,
durability and reliable performance to
the long list of enhancements, and
you'll see how this exciting, new H300
family can give you an added advantage
in any kind of weather.

For more information, contact
your local Toro dealer, or Toro directly
at 5825 Jasmine St., P.O.Box 489,
Riverside, CA92504. (714) 688-9221.

WBO.
Excellence in Irrigation'"
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FEATU'RES THAT MAKE "SENSE"
TURN TO "DOLLARS" IN YOUR POCKET:

• Low Pulsation Pumps-Smooth Running, Less
Operator Fatigue

• Units Available To Fit Most Utility Vehicles
• Widest Selection Of Models-15 to 1600Gallon, Single

Or Dual Tanks
• Strongest Frames, Your Choice Of Painted Or Stainless

Steel
• Full 3 Year Warranty On All Tanks
.-Super Compact Design Puts The Most Gallons In The

Smallest Space
• Versatility-Solt On Wheel Kits Convert Skids To Trailers
• Wide Selection Of PumpsAnd Engines-1.5 gpm @ 60 psi

To 40 gpm @ 710 psi
• Large Selection Of Soom, Reel, Hose and Gun Kits
• Fast Service From Our Large Inventory Of Replacement

And Repair Parts

100 gallon skid #ASD 1054
(shown with reel kit #EK0385 & 15' boom #EB3158)

200 gallon skid #ASH2454-4 wheel wagon kit #EF4371
(shown with Reel kit #EK0385)

Pro-Care ,(,
Professional Sprayers

200 gallon skid #ASH2440
(shown with Security Cabinet #EF4302 & Reel kit #EK0386)

100 gallon skid #ASE1054SS-AII stainless steel frame
(shown with reel kit #EK0385SS)

Fits pick-ups, turf utility vehicles, or converts to trailer with wheel kit
#EF4359-Booms available In 15' and 21'

*Ask About OUf Walking Booms and
Stainless Steel Wheel Boom Kits.

For More Information & Full Color Brochures
Please Contact:

MAgrotec
Highway 35, North
P.O. Box 49
Pendleton, NC 27862-0049
Phone: 919-585-1222
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0011 GETSOAKE Y RAilED UT EIEITS
The world's first machine which, through a unique pumping

process, can rapidly remove surface water at
the rate of 200 gallons per minute.

Problem:
Many millions of dollars are lost every year due to cancelled or delayed sporting
events. Every season, playing conditions are unnecessarily bad, and turf is
damaged due to soggy or flooded playing surfaces, and very often management is
forced to close the facilities.

Solution:
The WATER HOG is a high speed water collecting machine, developed specifically
for turf, and can handle anything from a light shower to two inches of flood water.
Highly effective for golf courses, stadiums, parks & recreation areas, race tracks,
memorial parks, universities, and all other large high traffic areas.

OTHER FEATURES
• Rapid removal of surface water prior to and

during tournaments.
• Preparation of greens for cutting in rainy

season.
• Firms the turf and lessens potential mower

and player damage in wet weather.
• Water removal for the reduction of disease

pressure.
• Off green surfaces - water removal from

drainage swetes, bunkers, cart path edges,
primary landing areas, etc.

CAPACITY
• Theonly machine in the world which can

clear water from grass covered ground at
the rate of 12,000 GALLONS PER HOUR
(nearest competitor 800 G.P.H.)

LOW COMPRESSION
• Extremely low compression on the ground

drive means that the machine can travel
across saturated turf without dameage to
the playing surface.

WATER HOe
4740 S. Ocean Blvd., Suite 416 • Highland Beach, Florida 33487 • (305) 394·0090
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